Consistency Nature 
Moving
Look at you as you look at me. Look at how your eyes move, gazing upon me. Look at how your mind illuminates, as a murmuring figure in your throat tells of my face. My face in all its forms, embedded in these words. The pirhanna. The scorpian. The poet. The apocalypse. The drone, oh the drone and all the homes within those fractalizing totalities. Broken, tethered, rearranging in your restless heart. Oh and why do men and women lie, and paint their masks transparent shades. Why oh sweet moonshining divine, am I drunk on your prehistoric fumes, remnants in the form of rocks and geodes, from ancient times before the constellations began their macabre theatrics. Shuffling forward, forever forward, upon my back. I love the night and the foretold twilight thereafter, and now you look upon your own radiance again. Looking upon my disoriented, meaningless, bantering face, you smile and arrise and welcome the sunset and all the shadowy sundowners, bringing this descent and decline into fruition with their brains that cry and stutter and live and see that all pervading orange, that opaque, infinite light in the ethereal curvature of the all-knowing globe. Spun on desks by they cloaked in orange chudders, holding daggers, puncturing nations and recalibrating continents, of their fantasies lurking in their lower body, as the moon gives lapdances to bus drivers in the lynched negro nightclubs. 
Moving, moving, moving pictures flickering dimly upon the walls of refined, polished jade, children with projections of worlds at war caress the refined surface of this cinema. Their hands grow cold and their eyes shine like blind fires singing and dancing amidst the toil of their parasitic assett the cyclical world. Welcoming the planet Earth, you move and let it move with it. The sun flies hastily across the sky, as we hurtle through the void, masked with blue and chemtrails and delicate clouds, as the masculine day rides chariots, weilding bow and arrow and the skull of kore persephone. 
Moving moving why am I moving, why are you moving, where is the moon? Why do the stars, erode erode erode erode, abodes, they mold over and turn to gold. 
To gold, to golden ages, azure. Where people are whistling, and I not words, but rather a volcano on high, inverted like sinners. 
And I, the divine, in the form of words, which try, and fail, and betray my emotions and urge to articulate. for my feelings are stuck inside my breast, unable to escape. I seek solace in the illusion that these words being created before me are an extension of me, and yet we are seperate, and yet we are together. For all is one and one is all and you are I and I am you. 
Moving, moving, moving...
These words, who are one with their writer, yet seperate entire, show you my face, and you move with the earth, with these words, with my heart, with your own, as it triumphs over the noise of this earth with a rhythm that will never ever end. 
Moving moving moving................... .. .. . 
and now you move to someplace new. Someplace far away from me. Suddenly, a temple, exploding. Oh and how the children laugh. For their temple will never leave them, even as it crashes and booms in flaming debris around their bubbles of engelic St. Elmo's Fire. 
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